
COMPANY PROFILE



FSM is a portuguese clothing manufacturer 
specialized in woven garments with factories in 
Portugal and Morocco.



Technical
Analysis

guaranteeing that
everything is done in 
the best possible way

Sample
Making

making a proto 
allowing to test and

adjust it

Cutting

cutting the fabric into
garment components

with automatic
machines

Production

in our production
factories in Portugal or

Morocco

Quality
Control

checking the garment
quality ensuring the
highest standards

Logistics

packaging, 
warehousing and

transportation

We transform all your ideas into 
garments in one place.

Garment
Archive

finding details, fittings
and more ideas

Material
Sourcing

emphasising in more 
sustainable and

certified materials

Pattern
Making

translating ideas into
real garments

3D
Prototyping

creating virtual, true-to
life garments in a 

faster and sustainable
way

Pre-costing
and Costing

estimating the total 
cost of producing a 

garment

Design & 
Development

creating styles
matching your

concepts



Our team is our greatest asset.
Every single person is a valuable piece of the chain.

That chain is in a circle that goes round and round, with no beginning and no end.
Every person matters and is equally important to the overall functions done in the company. 
No one person is insignificant or small in the process. Everyone needs each other. 

INNOVATION TECHNICAL 
EXCELLENCE

CONTINUOUS 
IMPROVEMENT

We´re driven by



Our purpose

Provide the best solution to our customers building long lasting relationships.

Meet and exceed customer expectations by creating and producing exceptional 
products with on-time deliveries and competitive prices while making every effort to 
reduce our environmental impact.

In the end, it’s just better to have a company that will not only deliver the 
finished product but one that you’ll enjoy working with as well.



about us



how we started

It all started in 1979 as a 
small shirts 

manufacturing company 
with fewer than two 

dozen workers.



who we are

Over the past decades 
FSM increased its 

product range and its 
clients. Today we make 
all kind of products for 

men, women and 
children.

The small plant grew 
steadily over the past 

decades, being today a 
solid group in Portugal 

and Morocco.



where we are

PORTUGAL
around Lousada, Porto

Head Office and dedicated
production units:

Lightwear
Shirts & Blouses

Trousers
Outerwear

MOROCCO
Tangier, Meknes and Fes

Office and dedicated
production units:

Outerwear
Casual



Portugal dedicated production units

Head Office, Cristelos, Lousada

Lightwear, Aião, Felgueiras

Shirts & Blouses, Macieira,
Lousada

Trousers, Fregim, Amarante

Outerwear, Cristelos, LousadaOuterwear, Castelões de 
Cepeda, Paredes



Morocco dedicated production units

Office, Tangier

Outerwear, FesOuterwear and Casual, Meknes



Company Overview (2022)

3,5 
millions pieces 

produced

400
nº of samples per 

month

55,8
millions € turnover

25
nº brands we work

44
nº of years of 
experience

3
biggest clothing company ranking in Portugal

±2500
nº of dedicated 

workers



what we do



the fast fashion brands
Focused on speed, quick reaction  and great 
service. Possible by the production knowhow, 

experience, innovation and the constant investment 
in new machinery.

the premium brands
A combination of supreme quality in making and 

material. Detailed garments with first-class fabrics, 
attention to the details, high level of making and 

excellence in service with the customer. 

FSM Group covers all the ranges and all types of woven products.
We’re proud to work with the most prestigious and demanding brands and establishing 
long-lasting relationships.

Outerwear Jackets Blazers Shirts Blouses Dresses Pants Skirts

Our products



Our clients



better life

better environment

better world

better tomorrow

FSM better project aims to transform practices, 
at FSM, to reduce the environmental impact and 
improve lives.
A set of actions that can be performed in offices, 
procedures, production, buildings, or customer 
support.

TRYING, EVERYDAY, TO BE BETTER

Environmental and social responsibility



Our certifications



A clean and green energy 
source with significant 

impact in costs.

Today, 30%of the energy 
of FSM comes from the 

solar panels. 

Solar panel installation



Certified and more sustainable sourcing



Industrial waste 
separation and reduction

Fabric reuse



Since about 3 years ago 
we have been using  3D 
fashion design software.

Investment on 3D fashion design.

Reduces sample production, 
shipment and material waste 

by reducing unnecessary 
physical sampling.

Visualizing the fabric, 
pattern, fit and silhouette of 

customers designs.

Shortening time-to-market 
with virtual sampling and 

remote collaboration.

Adjusting customers ideas 
before they go into physical 

production.



portfolio



woman



Women’s Coats



Women’s Jackets



Women’s Trench Coats



Women’s Blazers



Women’s Dresses



Women’s Jumpsuits



Women’s Shirts



Women’s Blouses and Tops



Women’s Shorts and Skirts



Women’s Trousers



man



Men’s Coats



Men’s Jackets and Overshirts



Men’s Blazers



Men’s Shirts



Men’s Casual Shirts



Men’s Trousers



INSPIRATION LIVES HERE

FSM – Indústria de Confecções, S.A.
Rua do Comércio nº35

4620-583 Lousada, Portugal

Contact:

+351 255 810 900

www.fsm.pt

geral.fsm@fsm.pt

http://www.fsm.pt/
mailto:geral.fsm@fsm.pt


THANK YOU!
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